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UC&CC!approved!11/29/2012!

!!COLLEGE!PROGRAM!PROPOSAL!FORM!
!
Instructions:!Use!this!form!for!all!single!discipline!proposals.!Use!the!Interdisciplinary!Program!Proposal!
Form!for!interdisciplinary!program!proposals.!
!
!
Title!of!Program:!Bachelor!of!Art!in!Art! ! ! !
!
Originating!Faculty!Member:!!Gregory!Waldrop,!S.J.! ! ! !
!
Department:!Art!! ! ! ! ! !Chairperson:!Gregory!Waldrop,!S.J.! ! !
!
Contact!Phone!and!Email:!!x2187;!waldrop@loyno.edu! ! ! ! ! ! !
! ! !
This!is!a!!_! !new!program!!_x! modification!of!existing!program!requirements.!!
!
Summary!Description!of!Proposal:!
!

This proposal modifies the existing BA degree program in the Department of Art to provide a 
curricular model aimed at developing in our students the technical, professional, creative- 
thinking, and problem-solving skills they will need to flourish in a twenty-first-century global 
society and economy, one in which art and visual communications continue to play a 
significant—indeed, an expanding—role. Our intent is to create a core studio and art history 
curriculum, alongside which students will be required to pursue an existing minor or other 
selection of coursework that will serve to prepare them for a variety of arts-related fields, 
including Arts Administration, Pre-Art Therapy / Arts in Healthcare, and Conservation and 
Restoration. Careers within the various institutions and organizations that comprise these and 
other fields include gallerist, curator, educator, conservator, archivist, and publicist - to name only 
some of the possibilities !
!
This re-envisioning of the BA in Art will permit the consolidation of four existing, first-year 
courses into a single new course, Intro to Studio Practice. At the upper-division level, it will 
require three hours of advanced level study in each of the principal art disciplines. Streamlining 
the introductory curriculum in the major will result in cost-savings and improved efficiencies by 
eliminating the need for additional adjunct faculty. At the same time, the addition of further 
intermediate or advanced-level coursework will ensure studio majors develop more-than- 
fundamental competence in all media. This enhancement, along with the program’s increased 
emphasis on career-oriented studies, will expand the post-graduate options of students who may 
ultimately opt either to pursue further education or to enter the workforce in arts-related careers. !
!!!

!
!
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!
!
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Please!complete!the!following!sections.!Append!relevant!attachments!and!exhibits!to!the!proposal.!
!

I. Rationale!!for!New!Program!or!Modification!in!Existing!Program!
!

The faculty of the Loyola Department of Art is committed to the spiritual values and 
convictions that shape the Jesuit educational experience and ground the University’s mission. 
We “strive to educate the whole student” through an examination of historical traditions, 
rigorous skill-building, and conceptual problem-solving that also takes into consideration 
pressing social or ethical concerns. This comprehensive approach encourages students to 
develop a sense of personal direction, which will allow them to articulate their place within the 
contemporary art world and prepare them to “lead meaningful lives” through their art. In 
addition, and in line with the College of Music and Fine Arts mission of “commitment and 
service to the fine arts,” the Department of Art aims to provide majors with a comprehensive 
fine arts education that will serve their academic and professional goals. The proposed changes 
in the Bachelor of Arts degree program are thus in keeping with Loyola’s liberal arts character, 
while also preparing students for fine arts careers in a manner that reflects the “Jesuit ideals of 
truth, service and justice.”!

!
The current BA is a generic degree designed decades ago for the liberal arts student wishing to 
pursue a traditional art major. Over the past ten years, a variety of art-related industries have 
emerged from the 21st-century information and technology explosion. According to a recent 
NEA report “artistic careers for painters, architects, and photographers are expected to increase 
11 percent by 2018.” Meanwhile, prospects are equally bright (or more so) in other, arts-related 
professions, including education, business, and therapeutic services. This proposal would modify 
the Department of Art’s current BA degree by providing more flexibility for students to pursue 
minor degree programs that, in combination with the major degree, will expand their career-
planning and job prospects, while continuing to satisfy students’ desire for rigorous studio 
training in the main art disciplines.!
!
The current BA program has a limited studio core, which has allowed students to focus only on a 
single area of study. To compete in the current job market, today’s art graduate must possess skill 
sets and competence in a variety of traditional and nontraditional media. With our proposed 
modifications to the courses in the major, we seek to ensure that students are exposed to, and 
rigorously trained in, a more diverse and interdisciplinary set of studio practices. Degree 
programs in studio art at other, smaller peer institutions, such as Kenyon College, require 
intermediate and advanced study with at least three different faculty members or, as in the case of 
Carleton College, additional advanced coursework in areas outside their major area of study. 
Shepherd University requires six hours of electives in disciplines outside those required in the 
concentration. These peer programs, designed to provide exposure to a broad range of skills and 
encourage interdisciplinary art practices, provide instructive examples for integrating an in-depth 
studio education within the context of a liberal arts institution. !
!
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While the proposed revisions to the BA program have been designed to extend the potential scope 
of career paths beyond that of exhibiting studio artist, the above-mentioned measures to enhance 
the program’s studio core are fundamental to this goal: With more systematic instruction in a 
variety of artistic disciplines, graduates of the BA program will be able to bring to their various 
professions a deeper understanding of artistic processes and their outcomes. This, combined with 
the BA program’s rigorous art history requirements, will distinguish Loyola graduates from many 
of their counterparts entering arts-related fields. !
!
To enhance student learning across all studio disciplines the Loyola University Department of 
Art is proposing to move forward with the following three measures, which will be outlined in 
greater detail below:!

1) revise its first-year curriculum; !
2) revise its studio core requirements; and !
3) require a complementary course of study (either through existing minor degree 
programs or selected coursework), which, in combination with  a 1-credit professional 
practices/internship-prep workshop (Studio Arts Internship), a 2-credit internship (Arts 
Career Internship I) and a follow-up 3-credit capstone course (Arts Career Internship 
II), will prepare students to enter the job force in a variety of arts-related careers. !

!
1. Revisions to the First-year Curriculum:!
!
To strengthen the introductory portion of the program, we propose to eliminate the current four-
course “Elements” requirements (Visual Traditions, Spatial Principles, Color, Time/Narrative) 
and offer in their place: (1) Intro to Studio Practice, a new course combining many of the 
fundamental theories and concepts covered in the Elements classes; (2) Fine Art of 
Photography, an existing course, required previously only for students in the BFA degree 
program, focusing on the technical and conceptual aspects of Photography as it relates to art and 
design; (3) Drawing I, an existing required course that serves as both an area of specialization 
and a foundation to all art disciplines; and (4) Painting I, an existing required course. The 
reasoning for these changes is as follows:!
!
Combining four “Elements” courses into one Intro to Studio Practice:!
!
In the opinion of the faculty, many of the general concepts covered in the four “Elements” 
courses can be consolidated within a single class, Intro to Studio Practice. Other necessary areas 
of instruction previously covered in the Elements courses, but which (given their connection to 
particular disciplines), may fall outside the general concepts covered in the Intro to Studio 
Practice course, will be covered by other first-year classes.!

!
Requiring Fine Art of Photography, Drawing I, and Painting I in the first year:!
!
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The new program will require that Fine Art of Photography, Drawing I, and Painting I be taken 
in the first year to accompany the Intro to Studio Practice course.!
!
Drawing functions both as an area of specialization as well as a foundation to all art disciplines. 
It would be beneficial to introduce students to this instruction in their first year of the program, 
since this practice will be utilized in all advanced studio disciplines. It will also serve as a 
valuable complement to the 2D and 3D instruction covered in Introduction to Studio Practice. 
This is a common structure in the foundation-level curriculum at a majority of institutions.!
!
Fine Art of Photography provides an introduction to the technical and conceptual aspects of 
photography as it relates to the arts. We recommend that an introductory photography class be 
part of their first year experience, because digital photography has emerged in recent years as a 
fundamental skill with applications in nearly every form of studio practice.!
!
Painting I is an existing course, which, in the current program, may be taken at any point in the 
course of study. The proposed program revisions will move Painting I into the first year 
curriculum, where it will incorporate instruction in color theory (previously covered in the 
Elements: Color course).!
!
Along with the two required introductory Art History courses, these four courses (Intro to 
Studio Practice, Fine Art of Photography, Drawing I, and Painting I) will create a cohesive first-
year experience, covering foundational skills, while at the same time providing students 
opportunities earlier in the course of their studies to engage with discipline-specific media. The 
path through the first year in the revised program would be as follows:!
!

Fall semester:      !
Intro to Studio Practice!
Drawing I (VISA A200) or Painting Studio I (VISA A230)!

 Intro to Art History I (VISA O160)!
 Loyola Core Foundation Course/FYE Seminar!

Loyola Core Foundation Course!
!

Spring semester:!
 Fine Art of Photography!

Drawing I (VISA A200) or Painting Studio I (VISA A230)!
 Intro to Art History II (VISA O162)!
 Loyola Core Foundation Course!
 Loyola Core Foundation Course!

!
2. Studio Core Requirements:!
!
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The proposed program revisions, in requiring an additional three hours of intermediate or 
advanced study in all of the offered disciplines will ensure a more rigorous approach to the 
formal, technical, and conceptual problems associated with each medium.!
!
The studio core requirements (not including those already taken in the first year), will now 
consist of:!
!

Drawing II (VISA 201))!
Painting Studio II (VISA A231)!
Sculpture Studio I (VISA A320)!
Sculpture Studio II (VISA A321)!
Beginning Printmaking (VISA A240)!
Printmaking (VISA A241, A244 or A246)!
Interactive and Electronic Media I (VISA A373)!
Interactive and Electronic Media II (VISA A374)!

!
!

All of the proposed intermediate and advanced requirements in this modified degree are 
currently being taught either every semester or on a rotating basis by existing faculty. No 
additional faculty will be needed. This proposal does not add additional coursework.!
!
Additionally, the revised program will implement a second-year review in which students—in 
consultation with the department faculty and based on reviews of students’ work—will decide 
which of the two studio art degree programs to pursue. Since the BA and BFA programs are 
identical for the first two years, the second semester of the sophomore year is the logical point 
for students to determine their desired path to graduation. Those wishing to pursue graduate 
study in the fine arts and, ultimately, careers as studio artists, may opt for the BFA program; 
other students, seeking careers in related fields (such as art education or arts management) may 
elect at this point to pursue the career-oriented course of study anticipated in the BA program.!
!
3. Recommended Minors, Complementary Coursework, Internships, Professional 
Practices Workshop, and Capstone Course!
!
Students will be required to pursue a minor degree program or selection of coursework that will 
further support their chosen career path. For careers in Arts Administration, for example, 
minors in the College of Business might include Business Administration, Business Analytics, 
Marketing, or Entrepreneurship. For students interested in pursuing graduate study in art 
therapy, a minor in Psychology would be appropriate. And so on. The CMFA Internship 
Coordinator will teach a professional practices/internship-prep workshop (VISA A485 Studio 
Arts Internship, currently a 3-credit course, which we propose to reduce to 75 minutes/week for 
1 credit). In collaboration with the Department of Art, the Internship Coordinator will help to 
place students in internships (VISA A457 Art Careers Internship I) that support students’ 
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chosen career paths or areas of study. Currently a 3-credit hour course (foreseeing up to 120 
hours of field work) , VISA A457 would become a 2-credit course requiring approximately 60-
72 hours of field work, which together with the 1-credit VISA A485 would then constitute a 3-
credit hour internship experience. Finally, in the spring semester of their senior year students 
will take VISA A458 Arts Career Internship II, which will be taught by a member of Art 
Department faculty, with support from the Internship Coordinator and in some cases a mentor 
in the student’s chosen field. Serving as the professional practice capstone course for the BA, 
VISA A458 will encourage students to reflect more deeply and purposefully on their chosen 
arts-career paths, further familiarize them  with opportunities and institutional norms in those 
fields, guide them toward a final senior project directly related to each student’s chosen arts 
career , and prepare them for entry into the professional world.!
If!this!is!a!revision!to!an!existing!program,!how!will!the!proposed!change!or!changes!improve!
the!program?!
!
In addition to the cost-savings resulting from the elimination of the four “Elements” courses, 
the proposed changes to the first-year curriculum should improve student satisfaction and 
increase retention, since the proposed revisions will permit students to begin work earlier in the 
core studio disciplines and thus ensure greater continuity between the first-year experience and 
the upper-level curriculum.!

!
In requiring both introductory and intermediate instruction in all the principal disciplines, the 
revised program will also 1) provide students with a more comprehensive, structured, and 
rigorous arts education; 2) facilitate interdisciplinary research, practice, and collaboration; and 
3) better prepare graduates for success in careers and/or advanced studies.!
!
The proposed program revisions would also strengthen and clarify the required internship 
experience by 1) providing for a streamlined preparatory workshop with the CMFA Internship 
Coordinator to help students search for and secure internships in their chosen fields, 2) ensuring 
effective supervision and purposeful mentoring during the field placement itself, and 3) 
encouraging students to reflect thoughtfully on their internship experience and, within a senior 
capstone course, to apply their insights and skills to the creation of a unique final project that 
would synthesize their experience within the BA degree program and provide them with a 
useful, professional-level tool to aid in their pursuit of a job or further education.  !
!
In providing students with this opportunity for independent research, the BA senior capstone 
course will serve a function parallel to that of the Senior Show in the BFA program, which, in 
the latter case, is designed to synthesize students’ previous semesters of experience in the 
studio, and to assist them in formulating a path forward. The proposed sequence of the BA 
program’s final semesters--with its courses in professional practices, fieldwork, and senior 
project, also participates in a model used by other degree programs in the College of Music and 
Fine Arts, designed to prepare majors for life after graduation. !

!
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Finally, by implementing second-year reviews (during the second semester of the sophomore 
year), faculty will be able to collectively advise students earlier about the options available to 
them, including arts-related career courses of study, thereby providing students with a clear 
trajectory to graduation and beyond.!

!
II. Mission*!

Describe!ways!in!which!the!proposed!program!responds!directly!or!indirectly!to!the!written!
mission!of!the!university.!

!
By design the Bachelor of Arts degree in Studio Art participates in Jesuit education’s centuries-
long focus on learning, creativity, and virtue, in the Catholic tradition. Committed to the principle 
that art is essential for both human and societal flourishing, the faculty takes a personalized, inter-
disciplinary approach to the rigorous education of students from diverse backgrounds in the major 
mediums of studio art, contemporary art discourses, and art history. Whether pursued in 
preparation for a career in the visual arts or arts-related fields, as a prelude to graduate or 
professional studies, to complement other academic interests, or primarily for personal 
enrichment, the BA in Studio Art equips graduates to communicate effectively in the visual realm 
the fruits of their own experience and reflection, to forge meaningful connections between 
individuals and communities, and thereby to contribute to the realization of a more just, 
culturally-engaged world.!

!
III. Alignment!with!the!University!Strategic!Plan*!

Describe!ways!in!which!the!goals!of!the!proposed!program!align!with!the!university!strategic!
plan’s!overarching!objectives!and!strategies!as!well!as!the!department!and!college!strategic!
plans.!
!
The BA in Studio Art employs an experience-based educational model, one goal of which is to 
engage students in the all-important and life-long project of self-discovery, which the Strategic 
Plan presumes includes personal, professional, intellectual, and spiritual dimensions. Skill-
acquisition and the mastery of techniques and tools both traditional and modern take place in an 
environment of intellectual rigor emphasizing historical knowledge, analytical thinking, 
conceptual coherence, and effective written and spoken communication. Drawing constantly on 
the rich cultural resources of New Orleans and guided by this Jesuit university’s commitment to 
educate the whole person, the BA in Studio Art aims to expand students’ cultural awareness, 
develop their technical skills, sharpen their perceptions, and enhance their ability to think and 
express themselves critically, creatively, and humanely.!
!

!
IV. Demand!for!New!Department/Program*!

!
While constituting a significant revision, the present proposal is a modification of an 
existing program, demand for which has been previously established.!
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!
a. Projected!demand!for!proposed!program!shown!in!recruitment/admissions/retention!

information!
!!

b. National!trend!data!for!degrees!awarded!over!the!last!five!years!
!!

c. Qualitative!data!regarding!the!proposed!program!based!on!internal!information!and/or!
comparisons!with!peer!programs!

!
d. For!programs!requiring!additional!faculty!lines!or!extensive!resources,!provide!market!

research!or!trends.!!!
!
V. Relationships!to!other!existing!programs*!

Include!the!following:!
!

Potential!service!to!majors,!minors,!other!programs!and/or!the!common!curriculum!
!

Courses offered within the BA degree program satisfy requirements in a number 
of other programs throughout the university. Drawing I, Drawing II, Introduction 
to Art History I, Introduction to Art History II, and Fine Art of Photography are 
all requirements in the Design Department’s BD degree, while Bookbinding, 
Relief Printing, Silkscreen, and Interactive & Electronic Multimedia are courses 
that may be taken to satisfy various tracks in the BD. Of the four art history 
courses required in the BFA (Intro to Art History I, Intro to Art History II, 
Modern Art, and Art after Modernism), the first three may be taken by students 
throughout the university to satisfy the Loyola Core’s Creative Arts and Cultures 
requirement. Three additional art history electives (Italian Renaissance Art, 
Bernini & 17th-Century Rome, and Art between the Wars) may also be taken to 
fulfill this requirement.!

!
Ways!in!which!the!proposal!enhances/complements!existing!programs!and!curricula!
!

A number of the changes proposed for the new BA program will also have consequences 
for the revised BFA degrees and the Art Minor. By eliminating the four “Elements” 
courses and bringing studio core courses into the first year, the new degree programs will 
not only allow for more time for advanced instruction in both the BA and BFA, but will 
create a more appealing minor degree program.!

!
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Describe!overlap!and!collaborations!with!other!existing!programs!
!

In addition to the overlap with the BD degree program described above, a number of Art 
History courses (including Intro to Art History I, Medieval Art, Italian Renaissance Art, 
and Bernini & 17th-Century Rome) may be utilized to satisfy the requirements of several 
other programs and interdisciplinary minors, including Religious Studies, Catholic 
Studies, and Medieval Studies.!

!
!
VI. Impact!on!the!Curriculum:!

!
Review!your!current!course!offerings!and!requirements!in!light!of!the!proposed!change.!How!
will!the!proposed!change!or!changes!improve!your!program!and!enhance!the!educational!
outcomes!you!seek!to!accomplish?!
!

In making the proposed changes, the department anticipates enhanced student 
satisfaction, better on-time graduation rates, and greater program flexibility.!

!
How!will!proposed!change!impact!the!major/adjunct/elective!hour!distribution!requirement!for!
the!major!or!program?!!For!new!or!significantly!revised!programs,!provide!a!detailed!description!
of!the!major/adjunct/elective!elements!of!the!curriculum,!including!copies!of!the!old!and!new!
Degree!Course!Program!Lists!(DPCL)!or!equivalent.!!
!

Major, adjunct, and elective hour distribution in the BA degree will stay the same. !
(See Four-Year Rubric/Degree Comparison Chart and current  and proposed DPCLs 
among the accompanying supporting documents.)!

!
Specify!whether!any!new!courses!will!be!offered,!and!whether!this!will!increase!the!total!
number!of!courses!or!sections!offered!by!the!department.!
!

Attached is one new course proposal: Intro to Studio Practice, a 3 credit course required 
for all first-year students.!

!
Since we are also eliminating four courses totaling 12 hours, the total number of course 
offerings will decrease.!

!
To!what!extent!will!any!new!courses!for!this!program!impact!upon!resources!in!the!departments!
and!programs!in!which!these!faculty!are!teaching?!!Will!any!new!courses!replace!courses!
currently!offered?!!Will!any!such!courses!prevent!an!important!or!required!course!from!being!
offered!in!a!given!semester?!!!
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!
The new courses will utilize existing facilities and equipment in Sculpture, New Media, 
Printmaking, and Photography.!

!
!
Will!there!be!a!service!learning!component?!Description!of!this!component!to!be!provided!by!
director!of!service!learning.!
!
If!new!courses!will!not!increase!the!overall!number!of!offerings,!specify!which!course(s)!or!
section(s)!will!be!dropped!in!a!given!semester!to!create!room.!
!

The following four “Elements” courses will be dropped to allow room for Fine Art of 
Photography and Intro to Studio Practice:!

!
 Elements: Visual Traditions (VISA A104)!

Elements: Color (VISA A105)!
Elements: Time/Narrative (VISA A106)!
Elements: Spatial Principles (VISA A107)!

!
Specify!any!anticipated!impact!on!enrollments!in!other!courses!or!sections!within!the!
department!and!whether!or!not!this!program!will!prevent!an!important!or!required!course!from!
being!offered!in!a!given!semester.!
!

These changes will increase enrollment in all intermediate and advanced courses. These 
courses are currently being offered on a regular basis and their frequency will not be 
affected.!

!
Assess!the!impact!of!the!proposed!change!on!other!departments,!especially!those!serviced!by!
your!department!or!program!and!those!that!provide!adjunct!service!to!your!department!or!
program.!
!
! This proposed program would not have any negative impact on any other department.!
!
All!proposals!must!be!accompanied!by!a!supporting!letter!from!the!chair!confirming!the!
department’s!support.!!!

!
! See attached.!

!
VII. New!Course!Proposals!

List!titles!of!any!new!courses!created!for!this!program.!!!
!
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Introduction to Studio Practice!
 !
!
Attach!proposals!for!all!new!courses!including!assessment!plan,!learning!outcomes!and!
complete!syllabus!,!each!with!a!Course!Proposal!cover!sheet.!!!!!
!
! See attached.!
!

!
VIII. Adequacy!of!Current!Resources!,!Additional!resources!required*and!Impact!on!Budget!!

Staffing:!Is!current!staffing!sufficient!or!will!new!faculty!or!staff!be!needed!(whether!fullgtime!or!
partgtime)?!Describe!current!faculty!and!staff!resources,!including!those!available!through!
consortial!agreements,!and!number!of!new!faculty!or!staff!required!(may!involve!a!stepped!
approach!depending!on!enrollment!projections).!
!
Current staffing is sufficient for the degree change proposal and no new faculty will be needed. 
All sculpture, printmaking, and new media courses are current offerings and are taught by tenure-
track faculty. All drawing and painting courses will be taught by existing ordinary and/or 
extraordinary faculty. Photography courses are taught by an adjunct instructor. In some cases, a 
student’s capstone project may require the expertise of a mentor in another department or from 
the professional world of the student’s chosen arts-related career. !
!
Support!services.!Will!the!proposed!change!require!additional!support!services!(Media!Services!
audio/visual:!typing/secretarial,!computer!services,!computer!time)?!

!
No additional support services will be needed.!

!
Will!there!be!course!development!expenses?!
!

No course development expenses will be incurred.!

!
Library!Information!resources!–!including!an!assessment!of!the!Monroe!Library’s!resources!in!
comparison!with!potential!peer!programs,!to!be!provided!by!the!library!liaison.!
!

Current resources are adequate.!
!
Instructional!technology!resources!and!staffing!(e.g.,!learning!management!system!capabilities,!
streaming!media,!videoconferencing,!classroom!capture).!!
!

No additional instructional technology resources and staffing will be needed.!
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!
New!equipment.!!Does!the!proposed!change!presuppose!the!purchase!of!new!equipment,!
whether!for!support!or!instruction?!
!

No new equipment is needed.!
!
Information!Technology!(learning!management!system!capacity,!network!capacity,!lab!software)!
!

All Information Technology systems are adequate.!
!
Describe!other!academic!support!services!required.!
!

No additional support services required.!

!
Space!requirements.!Describe!instructional!and!support!space!needed!for!this!program.!
!

No additional space is needed.!

!
Financial!plan!including:!

i. !annual!operating!budget!
ii. !actual!or!potential!external!grants!
iii. contributions!to!and!impact!on!fundraising;!
iv. plan!for!profit!sharing,!if!applicable!
v. accreditation!or!certification!expenses.!

!
IX. Assessment!Plan*:!Provide!a!detailed!plan!for!assessment!of!the!proposed!program!that!

includes!the!following!elements:!!
Student!learning!objectives,!processes,!implementation,!and!projected!results!
Criteria!that!will!be!used!to!measure!success!
Tools/instruments!that!will!be!employed!to!measure!success!
Frequency!and!schedule!of!assessment!!
Describe!mechanisms!that!will!be!in!place!to!ensure!continuous!improvement!
Structure!and!process!for!administrative!and!academic!oversight!
Impact!on!accreditation!or!certification!

!
Program Educational Outcomes:!

!
1. BA Studio graduates will be capable of developing and presenting a professional art career-

focused project, portfolio or exhibition. 
2. BA Studio graduates will be able to speak and write cogently and coherently about their own 
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art-related field of choice. 
3. BA Studio graduates will develop a sound understanding of art and visual culture’s historical 

tradition and be able to articulate the relation of their own practice and work to it. 
4. BA Studio graduates will achieve understanding of and competency in a variety of studio 

media. 
5. BA Studio graduates will develop and create a portfolio that represents both academic 

achievement and professional aspiration in a chosen art-related field and is suitable for the 
purposes of job and/or graduate school application. 

6. BA Studio graduates will finish the program with an expanded professional network, and will 
have developed a professional resume and cover letter template, which directly relate to the 
student’s intended professional pursuits. 

7. BA Studio graduates will have been instructed in job search techniques, resume/cover letter 
creation, professional correspondence protocol, interview technique, and successful on-site 
professionalism. 

 !
!
Instruments to Assess Program and Student Success:!
!

1. As part of a two-semester combined internship and capstone experience (VISA A457/A458), 
students will work toward a final public presentation and/or exhibition, drawing on their 
particular academic course of study and field experience. Progress will be assessed based on 
successful completion of the internship placement and course and, during the final, capstone 
semester, through regular in-class critiques with the instructor and one general project review 
conducted by the instructor, CMFA Internship Coordinator, and at least one other Art 
Department faculty member. Of those enrolled in the capstone, 90% will participate in the end-
of-program public forum. 

2. The capstone experience leading to a public presentation/exhibition (VISA A458) will require 
development of an artist or arts-professional statement that both articulates their conceptual 
stance vis-à-vis studio practice in general and any specific original works of art produced for the 
final project. The statement will also situate these in relation to the history of art and visual 
culture, as well as in relation to their chosen arts career focus. Successive drafts of the statement 
will be shared with and critiqued by the instructor and also in the one general project review. 
Using a rubric a team of faculty will evaluate the artist/arts-professional statement based on 
relevance to the capstone project, accuracy of information, coherence of expression, and 
applicability to their stated career aspirations. Evaluative scores will be excellent, good, average, 
unsatisfactory, or fail. At least 40% will be judged “excellent”, 50% will be judged “good” and 
no more than 10% will be judged “average” or below.  

3. BA Studio students are required to take introductory courses in all studio media and 
intermediate courses in five of the six major studio media offered by the Department of Art. Of 
these 90% will earn a grade of passing in all of these required courses. 

4. Using a rubric a team of faculty will evaluate the media they have chosen to exhibit/present as 
excellent, good, average, unsatisfactory, or fail. At least 40% will be judged “excellent”, 50% 
will be judged “good” and no more than 10% will be judged “average” or below. 
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College Curriculum Proposal Approval and Routing Form 
 
 
TITLE OF PROPOSAL   Department of Art Intro to Studio Practice                      _  

Originating Faculty:   Karoline Schleh       

Department/College: Art/CMFA     Chairperson:  Gregory Waldrop, S.J.  

Contact Phone/Email:  504-861-5456; kmschleh@loyno.edu                            _   

Type of Proposal (Check all that apply):  

New Major1_____ New Minor         New Concentration _____ Revise Existing Program _       

New Course____x___    Change to Existing Course ________ Discontinue Program   

Undergraduate _x__ Graduate ___ Online ___ Professional & Cont. Studies ___ Other    

1. Resources and Fees: 
If this is a proposed revision, are there existing fees?  No____x__ Yes______ 
$_______  
Will course or program fees be required for this course/program? No______ Yes__X____ 
$30.00_____  
Are new resources needed for implementing this proposal? No______ Yes______  

If yes, include complete description and dollar amount in proposal. 
2. College Review and Approvals: 

 
a. Department/School  Gregory Waldrop, S.J., Ph.D.   (Chair)           Date: 

10/15/2016 
Approved _____   Not Approved ______ 
  

b. College Curriculum Committee Victoria Vega, Ph.D.    (Chair) Date:  
   

Approved _____   Not Approved ______ 
    

c. College Dean   Anthony Decuir, Ph.D.       Date:  
  

Supported _____   Not Supported ______ 
   

3. Intercollegiate Review and Recommendations Required as applicable to proposal: 
 

a. Online Education Committee      (Chair)  Date: 
      

Recommended _____   Not Recommended ______ 
  

b. Professional and Continuing Studies Committee     (Chair) Date: 
  

Recommended _____   Not Recommended ______ 
 

                                                
1
$New$Degree$to$be$Offered999Requires(SACS(Notification(6(Months(Prior(to(Start 

2
$Approval$by$the$Strategic$Planning$Team,$University$Budget$Committee,$and/or$Board$of$Trustees$may$be$required$for$proposals$that$have$
significant$impact$on$resources$or$mission.$Proposals$to$establish$or$discontinue$degree$programs$require$approval$by$Board$of$Trustees$and$
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c. Graduate Council         (Chair)  Date:  
  

Recommended _____   Not Recommended ______ 
 

4. University2 Recommendations Required as applicable to proposal: 
 

a. University Courses & Curriculum Committee    (Chair)  Date:  
  

Recommended _____   Not Recommended ______ 
 

b. Standing Council for Academic Planning      (Chair)  Date:  
  

Recommended _____   Not Recommended ______ 
 

  

                                                
2
$Approval$by$the$Strategic$Planning$Team,$University$Budget$Committee,$and/or$Board$of$Trustees$may$be$required$for$proposals$that$have$
significant$impact$on$resources$or$mission.$Proposals$to$establish$or$discontinue$degree$programs$require$approval$by$Board$of$Trustees$and$
SACS. 
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COLLEGE(COURSE(PROPOSAL(FORM 
 

Instructions:$Use$this$form$for$new$college$course$proposals$and$substantial$course$revisions.$ 
 

Department/College:$ $ Art$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 

Chairperson:$$ $ $ Gregory$Waldrop,$S.J.,$Ph.D.$ $ $ $ $ $  

Course$Title:$$ $ $ Intro$to$Studio$Practice$ $ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$(Limit&28&Characters&or&Less) 
 
Course$Number:$$$V$$$$I$$$$$S$$$$$A$$$9$$$A$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$_$ 
 
Term:$$$$x$$$$$Fall$$$$$$$$$$Spring$$$$$$$$$Summer$ Credit$Hours:$$$$$3$$Major$$$$STUA$$Required$$$$x$$$$$Elective 
 
Effective$Term$$ F2017$$$$$Course$I.D.$(SUBJ9LEVL)$$ $ $ $$Contact$Hours$$$ 6$  
 
Grade$Type$(Normal$or$Pass/Fail)$$$Maximum$Capacity$$ 15$  
 
Activity$Type$(LEC,$STU,$LAB,$LLB...)$$STU 
 
Inter9disciplinary$Classification$(s)$$ $ N/A$ $ $ $ $ $  
 
Common$Curriculum$Classification$(s)$$ $ N/A$ $ $ $ $ $  
 
Pre9requisites/Registration$Controls:$$ $ N/A$ $ $ $ $ $  
 
New$Resources$and$Fees 
c. If$this$is$a$revised$course,$was$there$a$course$fee?$$$Yes______$$$_______$ $ No______$

d. Will$a$course$fee$be$required$for$this$course?$ Yes__x___$$$__30___$ $ No______$

e. Are$new$resources$needed$for$implementing$this$course?$$Yes______$$$No___x___$
If&yes,&provide&descriptions&and&dollar&amounts&in&Section&V. 

 
Course$Description:$(maximum$350$spaces) 
 
This course will introduce students to the fundamental tools, practices and theories of art making 
through the use of experiential exercises alongside reflective / research based writing 
assignments and presentations.  
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Complete$the$following$sections: 
 

I. Justification$for$the$course:$provide$a$clear$and$compelling$rationale$for$any$proposed$curriculum$
modification,$including$additions$and$deletions$to$the$course$inventory,$changes$in$degree/program$
requirement,$new$degree$programs,$and$other$major$curriculum$revisions.$The$justification$should$
state$explicitly$and$clearly$how$the$changes$relate$to$the$college$and$department$plans.$
 
To strengthen the introductory portion of the Studio Art program, we propose to 
eliminate the current four-course “Elements” requirement (Visual Traditions, Spatial 
Principles, Color, Time/Narrative) and substitute Intro to Studio Practice. In the opinion 
of the faculty, many of the fundamental theories and general concepts covered in the 
four “Elements” courses can be consolidated within this one, new class. Other goals and 
learning outcomes previously covered in the Elements courses but which, given their 
connection to particular disciplines, may fall outside the curricular bounds of Intro to 
Studio Practice, will be covered in other classes, such as Painting I, Fine Art of 
Photography, and Drawing I, all of which now figure in the proposed first-year Studio 
Art curriculum for both the BA and BFA.  

 
II. Impact$on$the$Curriculum:$

A. Review$your$current$course$offerings$and$requirements$in$light$of$the$proposed$change.$
How$will$the$proposed$change$or$changes$improve$your$program$and$enhance$the$
educational$outcomes$you$seek$to$accomplish?$
 

In addition to the cost-savings resulting from the elimination of the four “Elements” 
courses, this change to the first-year curriculum will help improve student satisfaction 
and increase retention, since the new course, along with other proposed revisions to the 
program, will allow students to begin their study of the studio core disciplines earlier and 
will establish greater continuity between the first-year experience and the upper-level 
curriculum. 
 

B. How$will$proposed$change$impact$the$major/adjunct/elective$hour$distribution$requirement$
for$the$major$or$program?$

 
Major, adjunct, and elective hour distribution in the BFA and BA degree programs will 
stay the same (since Intro to Studio Practice will replace one of the four eliminated 
“Elements” courses, while the other three will be replaced by second-level studio 
courses). 

 
III. Impact$of$a$new$course$on$frequency$of$course$offerings:$

A. Specify$whether$or$not$the$offering$of$the$new$course$will$increase$the$number$of$courses$or$
sections$offered$by$the$department$during$the$semester$in$which$this$course$is$offered$or$
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during$the$following$year;$
 

This course will not increase the number of courses offered by the dept. 
 

B. Specify,$if$there$is$no$increase$in$the$number$of$courses$offered,$which$course(s)$or$
section(s)$will$be$dropped$in$a$given$semester$to$accommodate$the$frequency$with$which$
this$course$will$be$offered;$

 
The following four, previously required courses will be dropped from the BA and BFA 
degree programs in Art: 

  VISA A104 Elements: Visual Traditions 
 VISA A105 Elements: Color 
 VISA A106 Elements: Time Narrative 
 VISA A107 Elements: Spatial Principles 
 

C. Specify$what$effect$the$new$course$will$have$on$enrollments$in$other$courses$or$sections$
within$the$department$and$whether$or$not$offering$this$course$will$prevent$an$important$or$
required$course$from$being$offered$in$a$given$semester.$

 
This course replaces the existing four introductory courses in Studio Art and will not 
have an impact on other course enrollments. 

 
D. Is$there$a$service$learning$component?$If$yes,$please$attach$a$memo$from$the$director$of$

service$learning$describing$this$component.$$
 

N/A 
 

E. Explain$how$this$proposal$does$or$does$not$impact$other$departments,$especially$those$
serviced$by$your$department$or$program$and$those$that$provide$adjunct$service$to$your$
department$or$program.$$

 
This course is a requirement for Studio Art majors, who will be its principal constituents; 
it will not have an impact on other departments. 

 
F. Attach$a$complete$functional$syllabus$for$the$course$as$outlined$in$the$Syllabus$Template$&$

Policy$Undergraduate$and$Non9Law$Graduate$Courses$
 

See attached 
 

IV. Attach$a$detailed$plan$for$assessment$of$the$proposed$course$that$includes$the$following$elements:$$
A. Student$learning$outcomes$for$this$course$that$are$tied$to$course$content$and$assignments.$

Key$Question:$What$do$you$want$student$to$know$or$be$able$to$do$at$the$end$of$this$course?$$
B. Methods,$tools,$instruments$that$will$be$employed$to$measure$success.$Describe$methods$

for$measuring$inputs$and$outputs.$Key$Question:$What$the$indicators$of$learning$and$course$
effectiveness?$

C. Criteria$that$will$be$used$to$measure$accomplishments$or$outcomes.$Key$Question:$How$will$
we$know$that$we$are$having$a$positive$impact$on$our$students’$learning?$

D. Frequency$and$schedule$of$assessment$of$student$learning$in$this$course.$
E. Describe$mechanisms$that$will$be$in$place$to$ensure$continuous$improvement$of$course.$
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F. Structure$and$process$for$administrative$and$academic$oversight$of$course.$
G. Impact$of$course$on$accreditation$or$certification.$

 
A.  Learning Outcomes for Intro to Studio Practice focus on four primary areas: 
1. Students should acquire technical skills for professionally creating and presenting 

their  artwork. These include understanding visual composition, refining drafting 
skills, understanding color, and mastering basic book structures.  

2. Development of conceptual skills and vocabulary necessary for students to read 
productively, write effectively, and speak coherently about art as a whole, and how 
this relates to the creation of their personal body of artwork. 

3. Information literacy, especially the resources and strategies relevant for personal 
artistic research 

4. Develop a work ethic that is thoughtful and self directed.  
 
 

B.  Methods, tools, instruments to measure success 
• lecture; class discussion; individual, hands-on experiential learning, which is the 

foundation for all studio pedagogy 
• one-, two-, and three-weeks studio projects; presentation of research undertaken and 

leading to the final project 
• Projects will show evidence of applied concepts and skills of execution and will be 

graded based on Concept, Form, and Craftsmanship.  
• Regular, periodic critiques that are both verbal and written. 

 
C.  Criteria that will be used to measure accomplishments or outcomes.  

 
Demonstration of facility in terms of technical skills, conceptual understanding, etc. 
 with each unit completed, and then the application of cumulative skills acquired with  
larger projects and especially the final project, which will also require demonstration  
of information literacy in service of their research for the project  

 
D.   Frequency and schedule of assessment of student learning in this course. 

 
     Weekly (and longer) projects are individually graded for 1) Concept (understanding 
     the projects directive, and approaching in a thoughtful manner), 2) Form/Composition,  
     and 3) Craftsmanship (includes professional presentation).  
 

The instructor meets with students individually to after class lectures to discuss how 
they will approach their projects. Individual meetings/evaluations are conducted at 
midterm, ⅔ through the semester, and before the final exam period to discuss overall 
progress.  

 
E.  Mechanisms that will be in place to ensure continuous improvement of course. 
 

Feedback from students in class, and feedback from co-faculty on project outcomes.  
 

F.  Structure and process for administrative and academic oversight of course. 
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All Art faculty are invited to participate in the course, with some giving project lessons 
in their area of expertise. Additionally, there are field trips to museums, galleries, and 
professional artist studios in New Orleans to reinforce what is conveyed in the 
classroom. 

 
G. Impact of course on accreditation or certification. 

 
Gives our art students a solid understanding of personal and professional practices in 
visual arts.  

 
V. $Impact$on$the$budget:$

A. Staffing.$Is$current$staffing$sufficient$or$will$new$faculty$be$needed$(whether$full9time$or$
part9time)?$
$
Current staffing is sufficient; no new faculty will be needed. 
 

B. Library$Support.$Describe$how$library$support$will$be$affected$by$this$proposal.$Include$name$
of$library$liaison$and$date$this$proposal$was$discussed$with$liaison.$

 
This course will have no significant impact on library resources or support 
services. - Laurie Phillips, 10-15-2016 

 
C. Support$services.$Will$the$proposed$change$require$additional$support$services$(Media$

Services$audio/visual:$typing/secretarial,$computer$services,$computer$time)?$
 

This course will have no significant impact on other support services. 
 

D. $New$equipment.$Does$the$proposed$change$presuppose$the$purchase$of$new$equipment$or$
software,$whether$for$support$or$instruction?$

 
No 
 

E. Is$a$student$fee$requested?$If$yes,$provide$justification$and$basis$for$amount.$
 
Yes, a course fee of $30 is necessary to cover the cost of supplies and materials. 
Like all other studio courses, this one will incur at least some such expenses on  
behalf of each student (different paper, paints, etc.) and the amount is minimal. 

 
F. Additional$physical$space.$Does$the$proposed$change$require$additional$physical$space$(for$

classes$or$labs)$or$modifications$of$existing$physical$plant$space?$
 

No 
 

G. Impact$on$other$departments.$How$will$the$proposed$change$impact$the$staffing,$
equipment,$and$service$budgets$of$other$departments?$

 
N/A 

 
 



 

Intro to Studio Practice 
VISA-A194-001 
Karoline Schleh, Instructor 
Monroe 314, Office hours are M/W 12:30 - 1:30 
kmschleh@loyno.edu , (504) 861-5456 
 
Course Description  

This course will introduce students to the fundamental tools, practices and theories of art making 
through the use of experiential exercises alongside reflective / research based writing 
assignments and presentations.  
 
Course Goals  

Students in this course will develop: 
− skills required to use basic tools for drafting, preparation, and presentation of artwork. 
− concepts and vocabulary necessary for discussing, reading about, and writing about art. 
− knowledge of the resources and approaches necessary for artistic research. 

 
Website for class projects submission 
loynoartanddesign.com/work 
 
Grading  

Course grades are based on a total of 9 projects, the value of which will vary based on factors of 
time and scale. Project grades are calculated on the basis of the following four criteria, each 
valued at 25% for each project: 

− Participation (engagement in class discussions and critiques) 
− Research (exploration of project topics using appropriate resources) 
− Concept (formulation/articulation of ideas) 
− Execution (use of techniques, handling of materials, presentation of work) 

 
Supplies*  

32 GB or larger SD card with reader 
Drafting Pencil  
18-inch aluminum cork backed ruler  
Set of 3 Micron Pens 
 
*Materials must be purchased before the second week of classes. Additional materials will be 
added to this list throughout the semester. Plenty of prior notice will be given.  

 
Required Texts 

All Readings will be made available online and on reserve in the library. 
 

Expectations 

Students are required to: 
− participate in all critiques and discussions. 
− work on projects outside of class. 
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− arrive to class on time with all required materials and ready to start.  
− complete all assignments by due dates.  

 
Attendance 

Attendance for this course is mandatory. Because of the technical information we will cover in 
this course it is crucial that you are present and ready to work at the beginning of class. 
 
If, for any reason, you cannot attend class, make arrangements to turn in assignments ahead of 
time. Any assignments submitted after the beginning of class will result in an automatic 
reduction of an entire letter grade for that assignment. 
 
Chronic lateness and/or absences will lead to reduction in your grade. If you miss any class, it is 
your responsibility to acquire any information or materials that you have missed. You are 
allowed two (2) absences. Three late arrivals equal one absence. Your grade will be lowered one 
full letter grade for each additional unexcused absence.  
 
The ONLY excused absences are those of a medical emergency accompanied by a doctor's note. 
If you have a chronic medical condition that does not allow you to come to class on a regular 
basis, you need to consult the proper authorities within the university to get excused 

Disability Services and Accommodations 

 
If you have a disability and wish to receive accommodations, please contact Disability Services 
at (504) 865-2990. If you wish to receive test accommodations (e.g., extended test time), you 
will need to give the course instructor an official Accommodation Form from Disability 
Services. The Office of Disability Services is located in Marquette Hall 112. 
 
Emergencies 

 
At times, ordinary university operations are interrupted as a result of tropical storms, hurricanes, 
or other emergencies that require evacuation or suspension of on-campus activities.  To prepare 
for such emergencies, all students will do the following during the first week of classes: 
 

1. Practice signing on for each course through Blackboard. 
 

2. Provide regular and alternative e-mail address and phone contact information to each 
instructor. 

 
In the event of an interruption to our course due to the result of an emergency requiring an 
evacuation or suspension of campus activities, students will: 
 

3. Pack textbooks, assignments, syllabi and any other needed materials for each course ad 
bring during an evacuation/suspension 
 

4. Keep up with course work during the evacuation/suspension as specified on course 
syllabi and on-line Blackboard courses. 
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5. Complete any reading and/or writing assignments given by professors before emergency 

began. 
 
Assuming a power source is available… 
 

6. Log on to university Web site within 48 hours of an evacuation/suspension. 
 

7. Monitor the main university site (www.loyno.edu) for general information. 
 

8. Log on to each course through Blackboard or e-mail within 48 hours of an 
evacuation/suspension to receive further information regarding contacting course 
instructors for assignments, etc. 

 
9. Complete Blackboard and/or other online assignments posted by professors (students are 

required to turn in assignments on time during the evacuation/suspension period and once 
the university campus has reopened.) 

 
10. Contact professors during an evacuation/suspension (or as soon as classes resume on 

campus) to explain any emergency circumstances that may have prevented them from 
completing expected work. 

 
Further information about student responsibilities in emergencies is available on the Academic 
Affairs web site: http://academicaffairs.loyno.edu/students-emergency-responsibilities 
 
 

Semester outline / schedule of class projects 

 
Class 1 Introduction ~ syllabus review and materials. Student survey handed out. 
 
Class 2 Basic Book Structures: Accordion Fold, Pamphlet, Side stitch, Case binding  
 

Project #1 (5%): Creating a blank sketchbook from various papers for sketching 
throughout the semester.  

 
Class 3 Critique / conversation on Project #1 

Demonstration: documenting work for loynoartanddesign (with Prof. John 
Seefeldt in Rm 151). Students are required to document sketchbook in the 
beginning of the semester and again at the end of the semester . 

 
Class 4 Learning to sketch: basic techniques of line, value, shape, and negative space. 
 

3 
 



 

Project #2 (5%) : Hatching and cross-hatching, line and value (creating 
non-objective compositions through stencils and layering); negative space/simple 
still life (creating viewfinders, drawing simple contours, composing with positive 
and negative shapes). 
 
Demonstration: cutting a window mat for presentation. 

 
Class 5 Critique Project #2 
 

Lecture: Ellsworth Kelly’s Botanical Studies 
 
Class 6 Project #3 (5%): Students create their own large gestural botanical studies with 

ink, brush on large watercolor sheets (emphasis on continuous and expressive 
line). 

 
Class 7 Critique Project #3 

 
Lecture: Color theory – part 1 

 
Project #4 (10%) : Mixing color (3 short grid exercises in mixing greys, muted 
colors, and saturated colors, using gouache and watercolor paper)  

 
Class 8 Continue Project #4 
 
Class 9 Critique Project #4 
 

Lecture: Color theory – part 2 
 
Classes 10 Project #5 (10%) : Proportional Color Inventory Project (choose a piece of 

graphic ephemera and create a color inventory scale to imitate the 
hue/saturation/value/relative proportion of the colors in the chosen source).  

 
Classes 11-12 Project #6 (10%) : Non-proportional Color Inventory Project (create a color 

inventory study to reflect 10 of the colors perceived within a found object with an 
immeasurable number of colors; then create a unique drawing using the color 
palette created.)  

 
Class 13 Critique Projects #5 and #6 
 

4 
 



 

Lecture: ways to conduct artistic and art-historical research (with Prof. Benjamin 
Benus) 

 
Classes 14-18 Project #7 (20%) Tunnel / Theater Book Project (Materials: Gouache, watercolor, 

bookbinding glue, various papers, x-acto knives, cutting mats). 
 
Class 19 Critique Project #7 
 

Lecture: Optical toys and animation 
 

Class 20 Project #8a (5%) : Thaumatropes 
 
Class 21-22 Project #8b (10%) : Animation 

 
Demonstration: creating a GIF (with Prof. John Seefeldt) 

 
Class 22 Project #8b  continued 
 
Class 23 Critique Projects #8a and 8b 
 

Introduction of Final Project 
 
Class 24-29 Project #9 FINAL (20%) – Storytelling and Stagecraft  (students are introduced 

to installation and simple theater/film techniques as possibilities for creating 
narratives. Formats can be chosen from any covered in class, from the simpler to 
more complex.) 

 
Classes 30-32 Project #9 FINAL  – Student research presentations 
 
Class 33 Critique Project #9 and clean up 
 

Exam day – Pick up work, final projects graded.  
 
 

5 
 



Degree Program Course List (DPCL) for students entering Loyola or transferring into the major in 2016-2017

Student Name: _______________________________ BACHELOR OF ARTS IN VISUAL ARTS STUDIO Admit Date: ____________

CWID: Advisor: ___________________

Loyola Core: 39 Credit Hours Major Courses: 48 Cr. Hrs. Crs. Grade  Semester Art History Cognate: 12 Cr. Hrs. Crs. Grade  Semester

Foundation Courses: 12 Credit Hours Crs. Grade Semester Elements: Visual Traditions Intro to Art History I

FYS First Year Seminar Any Dept. T121 _________ 3 VISA A104______________________ 3 VISA O160___________________ 3

ENGL T122 or T123 Elements: Color Intro to Art History II

Critical Reading and Writing __________________ 3 VISA A105______________________ 3 VISA O162___________________ 3

Math T122 Math Models _____________________ 3 Elements: Time Narrative Modern Art

SCIE T129 Investigating Nature VISA A106______________________ 3 VISA O215___________________ 3

3 Elements: Spatial Principles Art After Modernism (Prereq. VISA A125)

VISA A107______________________ 3 VISA A300___________________ 3

Knowledge & Values Courses: 27 Credit HoursCrs. Grade Semester

PHIL I: Reasoning (select one) Drawing I

PHIL R122 – R199  _________________________ 3 VISA A200______________________ 3

Drawing II

RELS I: Christian Theology (select one) VISA A201______________________ 3 General Electives: 21 Cr. Hrs. Crs. Grade  Semester

RELS S200 – S499 __________________________ 3 Paint Studio I 3

VISA A230______________________ 3 3

Writing About Literature (select one) Printmaking 3

CLHU, ENGL, JPNS, LAS N200 – N499 ________ 3 3 3

3

Sculpture Studio I 3

3 VISA A320______________________ 3 3

HIST II: ___________________________________ 3 Interactive & Electronic Media I

VISA A373______________________ 3

Interactive & Electronic Multimedia II

VISA A374______________________ 3

PHIL II: Foundations of Knowledge & Morality (select one)

3 VISA Elective

________________________________ 3

RELS II: World Religions (select one) VISA Elective

RELS V200 – V499 _________________________ 3 ________________________________ 3

Social Science (select one) Studio Art Internship

CMMN, CRJU, LAS, POLS, PSYC, SOCI, TEAC VISA A485______________________ 3

X200 - X499 _______________________________ 3 Senior Show I

VISA A450______________________ 3          F

SCIE II: Natural Science in Context (select one) Senior Show II

BIOL, CHEM, MATH, PHYS Y100 – Y499  VISA A451______________________ 3          S

3

VISA O160 Loyola Core 39

Major 48

Art History 12

PLACEMENT  ENGL ________ LANG _________ MATH _________
General Electives 21

TOTAL HOURS: 120 Revised 16S

or BIOL, CHEM, PHYS A100 – A499 ___________

VISA A240, A241, A244 or A246 ____

Choose one History sequence from below (two courses):

HIST I: HIST T122 or HIST T124 ______________

   Sequence I: HIST T122 + HIST Q200 – Q499 

   Sequence II: HIST T124 + HIST P200 – P499   

PHIL U200 – U499 or PHIL W200 – W499 _______

Transfer credit may be used in the major pending portfolio
review by the Visual Arts Department

GPA: Must achieve 2.0 in Major, Minor, and Loyola
cumulative.  MATH A092 and remedial course hours will not be
used in total hours needed for degree.

or BIOL, CHEM, PHYS A100 – A499 ___________

Creative Arts & Cultures Satisfied with courses
from “Art History” section of major.



 

 

  

ART BA 
 
LOYOLA CORE    
 
Foundation Courses:  12 hours 
 
First-Year Seminar (Any DEPT T121)     3 _____ 
English (T122 or T123):  
Critical Reading &  Writing                      3 _____ 
Math 122: Math Models                                    3 _____ 
Science  T129 Investigating Nature                   

Or any BIOL, CHEM, PHYS A100-199           3 _____ 

Total 12 
 
Knowledge & Values Courses 27 hours 
 
SCIE II: Natural Science in Context (select one)  
BIOL, CHEM, MATH, PHYS Y100 – 499 or any  
BIOL, CHEM, PHYS A100 – 499 ___________3 _____ 
 
Choose one HIST sequence (two courses): 
HIST T122 + HIST Q200-499 
HIST T124 + P200-499               ____________6 ______  
 
Philosophy I: T122: Philosophy of the Human Person 
_______________________________________3______ 
 
Philosophy II: Foundations of Knowledge (select one) 
PHIL U200-499 OR 
PHIL W200-499__________________________3 _____ 
  
RELS – Christian Theology (Select one):  
V200-V499 
_____________________________________ 3 ____  
 
RELS - World Religions (select one)  
V200-V499  
_____________________________________ 3 _____ 
 
Writing about Literature  (select one) CLHU, ENGL, JPNS, 
LAS, N200 - N499__________________________ 3 _____  
 
Social Science  (select one):  CMMN, CRJU, LAS, POLS, 
PSYC, SOCI, TEAC X200 – X499 
_______________________________________ 3 _____ 
 
 
TOTAL LOYOLA CORE 39 Hours 

Proposed BA DPCL 
 
 
MAJOR COURSES 42 Hours 
 
Intro to Studio Practice 
VISA A???______________________3 ____ 
Fine Art of Photography 
VISA A249______________________3_____ 
Drawing I  
VISA A200  ____________________ 3 ____ 
Drawing II   
VISA A201  ____________________ 3 ____ 
Painting Studio I-  

VISA A230_____________________ 3 ____ 
Sculpture Studio I 
VISA A320  ____________________ 3 ____ 
Beginning Printmaking 
VISA A240_____________________ 3 ____ 
Interactive & Electronic Media I 
VISA A373 _____________________3 ____ 
Painting Studio II 
VISA A231_____________________ 3 ____ 
Sculpture Studio II 
VISA A321 or A340______________ 3 ____ 
 Printmaking 
VISA A241,A242,A243,A244,A246 _ 3 ____ 
Interactive & Electronic Media II 
VISA A474  ____________________ 3 ____ 
VISA Elective* 
 ______________________________ 3 ____ 
VISA Elective* 
 ______________________________ 3 ____ 
 
 
INTERNSHIP  6 Hours 
Studio Arts Internship 
VISA A485 ____________________ 1 ____ 
Arts Career Internship I 
VISA A457 (Fall)  _______________ 2 ____ 
Arts Career Internship II 
VISA A458 (Spring)   ____________ 3 ____ 
 
 
*Visa Elective must be upper division course in  
Art Studio or Art History. 
 

 
 
 
 
ADJUNCT  12 Hours 
 
Intro to Art History I 
ARTH O160 ____________________ 3 ____ 
Intro to Art History II 
ARTH O162 ____________________ 3 ____ 
Modern Art 
ARTH O215 ____________________ 3 ____ 
Art After Modernism 
ARTH A300 Prereq. ARTH O215 ___ 3 ____ 
 
MINOR                      21 Hours 
 
____________________________ 3 ____ 
____________________________ 3 ____ 
____________________________ 3 ____ 
____________________________ 3 ____ 
____________________________ 3 ____ 
____________________________ 3 ____ 
____________________________ 3 ____ 
 
**Transfer credit may be used in the major 
pending portfolio review by the Visual Arts 
Dept. GPA: Must achieve 2.0 in Major, 
Minor, and Loyola Core, cumulative. 
Math A-092 will not be used in total hours  
needed for degree. Use space for comments or 
for Minor Check-off. 
 
Loyola Core………………...  39 Hrs. 
Major ………………………… 42 Hrs. 
Internship……………………..      6 Hrs. 
Adjunct (Art History)………… 12 Hrs. 
Minor …………………….…...    21 Hrs. 
 
Total…………………………… 120 Hrs.  
 

Total Hours  120 
 
**To achieve junior standing in the Bachelor of  
Arts program, students in the second semester of  
their sophomore year must pass an art critique— 
a 30-minute review by a panel of Art Department 
faculty of work selected by the student and  
representing their progress and achievement in the 
program up to that point. 



 

Four-Year Rubric & Comparison of proposed BA & BFA degree programs in the Department of Art 

 

 
 
 
 

BFA 
 
Loyola Core                                                      39 crs. 
 
Art History (adjunct)                                      12 crs. 

 BA 
 
Loyola Core                                                     39 crs. 
 
Art History (adjunct)                                      12 crs. 

First Year 
 

ARTH O160 Introduction to Art History I 
ARTH O162 Introduction to Art History II 

ARTH O160 Introduction to Art History I 
ARTH O162 Introduction to Art History II 

Second Year 
 

ARTH O215 Modern Art 
ARTH A300 Art after Modernism  

ARTH O215 Modern Art 
ARTH A300 Art after Modernism  

 
 

 
Art Studio (core)                                              60 crs. 

 
Art Studio (core)                                             42 crs. 

First Year 
 
 

 

VISA ____ Intro to Studio Practice 
VISA A249 Fine Art of Photography 
VISA A200 Drawing I 
VISA A230 Painting Studio I 

VISA ____ Intro to Studio Practice 
VISA A249 Fine Art of Photography  
VISA A200 Drawing I 
VISA A230 Painting Studio I 

Second Year VISA A201 Drawing II 
VISA A240 Beginning Printmaking 
VISA A320 Sculpture Studio I 
VISA A373 Interactive & Electronic Media I 

VISA A201 Drawing II 
VISA A240 Beginning Printmaking 
VISA A320 Sculpture Studio I 
VISA A373 Interactive & Electronic Media I 

 
 
 

VISA A231 Painting Studio II 
VISA A241 Printmaking: Intaglio (or A242-A246) 
VISA A349 Fine Art of Photography II 
VISA A321 Sculpture Studio II 
VISA A474 Interactive & Electronic Media II 
VISA Elective* 
VISA Elective* 
VISA Elective* 
VISA Elective* 
VISA Elective* 

VISA A231 Painting Studio II 
VISA A241 Printmaking: Intaglio (or A242-A246) 
VISA A321 Sculpture Studio II 
VISA A474 Interactive & Electronic Media II 
VISA Elective* 
VISA Elective* 
 

 

 

Career Courses                                                  6 crs. 
Fourth Year VISA A450 Senior Show I (fall) 

VISA A451 Senior Show II (spring) 
 VISA A485  Studio Art  Internship 1 cr. 

VISA A457 Arts Career Internship I (fall) 2 crs. 
VISA A458 Arts Career Internship II (spring) 3 crs.  

  

 

General Electives                                               9 crs. 
 

120 crs. 
 
*VISA Electives must be upper division Studio or Art 
History 

 

  

 

Minor                                                               21 crs. 
 

120 crs. 
 

*VISA Electives must be upper division Studio or 
Art History 
 

 



Junior Review 2016 

Date:

Student Name:

Faculty Name:

Recommended Degree (Circle One):

[BA]  [BFA]

Statement:

Clarity:  0  1  2  3  4  5    Relevance to Work:  0  1  2  3  4  5    Grammar:  0  1  2  3  4  5

Comment:

Research:

Quantity:  0  1  2  3  4  5   Quality:  0  1  2  3  4  5    Relevance to Work:  0  1  2  3  4  5 

Comment:

Work: 
Technical Awareness:  0 1  2  3  4  5    Conceptual Awareness:  0  1  2  3  4  5     

 
Presentation:  0  1  2  3  4  5   Studio Investment:  0  1  2  3  4  5   

Comment:
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
Office of the Dean 
 
 
 
 
Tuesday, October 18, 2016 
 
To: University Courses & Curriculum Committee 
Re: Proposed B.A. in Studio Art degree program 
 
The College of Business provides minor program offerings available to students in any major 
degree program. These are taken most frequently by students in the Music Industry and Mass 
Communication departments, since these programs require either a concentration (in Music 
Industry) or a minor (in Mass Communication) and students often choose (or are advised) to 
fulfill this requirement with a minor in business administration, marketing, or entrepreneurship. 
 
The College supports the studio art programs’ intention to advise students in the proposed  
B.A. in Studio Art toward a business minor much as Music Industry and Mass Communication 
students are currently advised. The College has capacity and staffing necessary to offer sufficient 
course sections to accommodate the small number of expected students in the immediate future 
in the newly proposed program, and can adapt to accommodate greater demand if need arises. 
 
 

 
William B. Locander, Ph.D. 
Dean 


